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Issues: Life

Letter to my Younger Self Terrence Real

E

ach issue we ask a well-known person to write a letter to their 16-year-old self.
This issue, New York Times best-selling author and celebrity therapist (with fans
including Oprah and Bruce Springsteen) Terrence Real (72) takes on the challenge.

It was the summer before
the Summer of Love, 1967
in Atlantic City, New Jersey.
The boardwalk, off the
beach, where Philly girls
broke away somehow from
their moms and dads and
gathered in packs, laughing,
maybe drinking a little,
looking for some fun, some
local boys to light things up.
Looking for me.

and change, feeling
like kings. Harris was
a protest folk singer.
He’d taken the train,
against his parents’
wishes, down South to
march with the Freedom
Riders. He’d been
arrested, jailed. My
God, I worshipped him.
It was a year before the
“60’s” rocketed through
my New Jersey town
I remember the crinkle of
and tore the fabric of
my sunburned face on a hot
my family, my country,
summer’s night. Dressed
my mind. A year before
up. Roaming the streets.
my father and I would
Invincible.
physically come to
blows over the war in
I was a “tackhead,” a white
Vietnam. I saw him as
boy who talked his way into
a killer. He saw me as
black uptown jazz clubs,
traitor. Everything he’d
smoking pot, dodging cops
sacrificed during the
and doormen. KY Avenue,
Great War was literally
home of The Wondergarden,
up in smoke. It was
where my musician pals
the year before the last
played for the tourists on
time he beat me, took
weekends. I saw some of the
his thick, black belt to
greats, Jimmy Smith, Oscar Peterson,
me. Made me stand for three hours
and a host of second stringers. I
in our living room, dressed
A
year
before
my
father
was something Atlantic City
in only my underpants,
and
I
would
physically
come
to
blows
was not really used to - a
holding ramrod straight
sixteen-year-old Beatnik.
at military attention
over the war in Vietnam. I saw him as a
My cousin Harris, who
lest he shower me with
killer. He saw me as traitor.
crashed on friends’ couches in
more of his ministrations.
Rittenhouse Square, talked me into
I was tripping at the time.
running away that summer, joining him on
Unbeknownst to him, my body
the streets of Philadelphia - where we’d bum cigarettes
molested, my head in the stars.
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I wanted out. Out of my tortured family, out of New
“Family pathology rolls from generation to generation
Jersey, out of my brutal, misguided country - out of my
taking down everything in its path, like a fire in the
life, this planet, this reality. I wanted more. And that has
woods, until one person in one generation has the
been my path throughout this lifetime. I knew there was
courage to turn and face the flames. That person brings
more. I found
peace
Terrence Real with Gwyneth Paltrow, American actress, and businesswoman
glimpses of it in
to his
other people’s
ancestors
families, where
and
I was good at
spares the
getting myself
children
adopted. Families
that
that didn’t
follow.”
scream at each
I am the
other. I found
son of a
it in books, in
depressed
friends, in drugs
angry
- which wasn’t
man. He
always such
was the
a good thing.
son of a
Psychedelics
depressed
opened me up
angry
to the spiritual
man. I
world, a
have two
revelation. But,
radiantly
as Alan Watts
healthy
famously said,
boys,
“When you get
thirtythe message,
two and
hang up the phone.” I’m afraid it took me several
thirty-five. They do not say that. They never will. Neither
decades to figure that out. At seventy-two, my body still
will their children. And that, dear reader, is the greatest
pays for the abuse I gave it back then.
accomplishment of my life.
But I survived.
I became a psychotherapist,
I needed to understand
New York Times
in hindsight, in order to
my father so that I wouldn’t become
Bestselling Author
garner the skills I needed
him.
and Founder of
to get my father to talk to
the Relational Life
me. I needed him to open
Institute, Terrence
up, tell me what in the world had
happened to him. I needed to understand my
Real’s new book:
father so that I wouldn’t become him.
I then went on to train as a family therapist in order
to learn how to have a relationship. I’m still learning,
although thirty plus years and four books later I have
taught a great many people all over the world how
to hold onto their love, how to master a relational
technology capable of delivering on our historic new
appetite for being life-long lovers - as we have been,
my wife and I, heading towards forty years. Along with
Belinda and our two grown sons, I now live in the happy
family I longed to adopt me all those many years ago.
They say it’s the height of pretension to quote yourself,
but I will anyway. This is from my first book: I Don’t
Want to Talk About It,
5

‘US: Getting Past
You and Me to Build
a More Loving
Relationship’
(Foreword by Bruce
Springsteen) is out
now on Goop Press
and is available in
all good book shops,
online & Audible.

Olivia Newton-John:
A versatile, international artist whose career
spanned decades

P

op icon Olivia Newton-John was the rare performer whose career flourished
through different phases. Catherine Strong reports.

Olivia Newton-John was a versatile artist with an
appeal that spanned
generations, and who
played an important
role in claiming a space
for Australian popular
culture on the world
stage.

steady stream of expats pursuing their music in
“the mother country”
after winning a talent
competition that provided
her with tickets.
When her friend Pat
Carroll joined her, the
two found success touring
as a pop duo, before visa
troubles meant Carroll had
to return to Australia.

She was the rare
performer whose career
flourished through
different phases, and
who found success
exploring many facets of
her talent.

This led to new
opportunities for NewtonJohn as a solo artist. Her
first album If Not For
You (1971) was a success
in the UK and Australia,
establishing her as a
household name in those
countries – and leading
to opportunities such as a
performance at Eurovision
representing the UK in
1974 (she lost to ABBA).

Born in Cambridge
in 1948, Newton-John
moved to Melbourne
at age 6 (becoming one
of a myriad of nonAustralian celebrities
wholeheartedly claimed
by this country).
In her teens she started
to build up her profile
on the local performing
circuits, also appearing
on pop music television
program The Go!! Show.
In the 1960s, Australian
musical acts saw moving to the UK as a vital part of their
career progression. Newton-John became part of the
6

Her break in the US
market came as she found
a niche in the country
music genre. Country/pop
crossover songs such as Let
Me Be There were huge
hits, and in 1972 she won
a Grammy for Best Country Female – the first of four
Grammys she would win across her career.

Her move
to the US
in the mid1970s was
accompanied
by a string
of number
one hits in
that country,
establishing
her as an
international
superstar.

Olivia performed at Eurovision representing the UK in 1974 (she lost to ABBA).

But her
contributions to
the soundtracks
of these films –
including Magic
and Twist of
Fate – still
charted highly
as her musical
career stayed
strong.

Away
from the
spotlight

Life on
the silver
screen

In the early
1980s she was
seen as part of
the “Australian
invasion”, a
period where
Oz culture was
particularly
prominent on
the international
stage through
acts such as
Air Supply and
the Little River
Band.

Her star
continued to
rise with the
release of
the musical
Grease in
1978.
Sandy
established
her as a
genuinely
iconic pop
culture figure.

Newton-John
leaned into
the moment.
In 1983, she
launched her Koala Blue boutique selling Australian
fashion and cultural items, in collaboration with her
Grease was a huge box-office success, and
previous singing partner Pat Carroll.
produced a multi-million copy
The boutique lasted a little over
selling soundtrack. Tracks
Grease was a huge box-office
a decade, during which time
such as You’re the
success, and produced a multi-million
Newton-John had a family
One That I Want and
copy selling soundtrack.
and put less focus on her
Summer Loving were
music
career.
not only hits in their own
right at the time but have
become embedded in our cultural
memory, transcending generations with their appeal.

A planned comeback in 1992 had
to be put on hold when Newton-John was
diagnosed with breast cancer shortly before beginning
her tour.

Grease was the peak of her movie career. Attempts to
re-create the on-screen magic between herself and costar John Travolta in Two of a Kind and the fantastical
Xanadu (a personal childhood favourite) failed to gain
traction with audiences or critics.

Her journey with the disease inspired her to take up
advocacy and fundraising work in this area. The Olivia
Newton-John Cancer Wellness and Research Centre
fundraises in various ways, including through events
7

such as the annual
Wellness Walk.

and friendly,
regularly
turning up
to events like
the Wellness
Walks to chat to
participants and
encourage them
on.

The return of
Newton-John’s
cancer in 2017,
which would
eventually lead
to her death, also
spelled the end of
her touring career.

Like many
Australians,
ONJ has been
part of the
A lasting
soundtrack to
legacy
my life – from
arranging
my own little
Newton-John leaves
performances
a legacy as a sweet
to Xanadu in
girl-next-door type
kindergarten,
with a sublime voice,
to singing along
who embraced
to the Grease
the country that
megamix at
claimed her as its
school discos,
own, but who also at times showed
to discovering her earlier work
a more risqué side, such as in
through my research much
Her journey with the disease
Sandy’s leather jumpsuit,
later in life – and many
inspired her to take up advocacy and
or the cheeky video to the
have benefitted from
fundraising work in this area.
unapologetically sexual
her non-musical work,
Physical.
too.
She has already been recognised
through awards and honours.

She will be missed but never
forgotten.

She has been
inducted into
the ARIA Hall
of Fame. In 2020
she was appointed
a Dame in the
Queen’s New
Year honours list.
She has also been
a continuing part
of the cultural
conversation
through
appearances
on pop culture
staples such as
Drag Race.

Catherine
Strong.
Associate
professor,
Music
Industry,
RMIT
University
Courtesy
of The
Conversation.

She remained
down-to-earth
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Issues: Making a difference

Triumph over Adversity:

From Addiction to Youth Worker

B

attling and overcoming the difficulties of addiction in his youth, Paul Perth decided
to use his knowledge and football skills to help his community. Sam McMurdock
reports.

Paul Perth is engaging, the kind of guy you meet and
fall into natural chatter
with. Self-effacing and
pragmatic its hard to
believe that Perth lost
over ten years of his
life to drug and alcohol
addiction.
Paul was playing for
Belvedere F.C., counting
Leonard Curtis and
Mark O’Neill as pals and
team-mates. Leonard
went on to earn a
professional contract
with Leeds United,
represented Ireland
in Under-21 football
and eventually had a
career with Tallaght’s
Shamrock Rovers. Mark
‘Nailer’ O’Neill spent
three years with East
London’s Leyton Orient,
eventually playing for St.
Patrick’s Athletic F.C. and
Cliftonville F.C in north
Belfast before serving at
Shamrock Rovers.

he walked into a Garda station and handed himself in,
resulting in a significant
chunk of time in Prison
where he used the sentence
to evaluate his life,
determined to set his foot
upon a new path, serving his
community upon release.
I recently had the pleasure
of chatting with Paul about
his work.
What are you up to at
the moment?
“I’m a Team Leader with
the Connect 4 Project. I
started working nearly 20
years ago from the inner
city Dublin, out to Bluebell/
Inchicore and finally made
my way back home to
Tallaght.”
What age groups do
you work with and what
kinds of issues are
common?

Paul with colleague, Shauna

Despite being delighted for his pals, Paul, due to falling
into a gripping addiction got no trial in the U.K., no FAI
Cup finals - none of the rewards, instead, in his early-20s,
homeless and wandering the streets for his next fix,

“I work with kids and young people from the ages of
10-24 from disadvantaged areas….there’s a lot of things
going on and structure can be a major problem.”
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That must make the school day a problem.
“There’s a lot struggling with school structure, a lot aren’t
in school at all. Drug use is a major issue. There was a
study done by
local services and
we were brought
in to work with
a certain kind of
young person,
hence the Street
Leagues, that’s
why we started the
League - to help
that older group,
those engaging
in anti-social
behaviour.”

How many young people did you get on board?
“First week Thomas [ Street league coach] got 14 people
and we’ve
averaged 24-25
ever since but in
general we have
about 100 young
people show up
in the field each
night.”
Do you have
the support of
the residents
of the area?

“After the initial
What problems
scepticism, yes.
did you
Some of the
encounter in
parents would
getting the
ask us, ‘Why are
League up and
you investing
running?
time and money
into these kids…
“I suppose in
they do this and
getting a team
they do that.’
together it was establishing and building trust initially;
The first week myself, Allanah and Shauna went down
people didn’t know what our agenda was, in fact it
to cut the grass with a lawnmower to mark out the pitch
was very clear people thought there was some sort of
and people were looking at us like we were crazy …. We
catch. Can you blame them [laughs], we’re all naturally
approached them to say what we were up to and asked
sceptical, especially young people being
them to trust us. Now they stand at their
approached by an adult asking if they
doors or come around the rope
I’d seen the impact the
wanted a game of ball.
and its great to see this
community behind us.
Homeless Street Leagues had on
“I’d seen the impact the
various areas so this project was really It’s a success.”
Homeless Street Leagues had
important to me…
on various areas so this project
How important was
was really important to me …
the support of the
still we were met with some resistance,
Irish Street League to the
people asking, ‘Why would you go near that field?
project?
Sure it’s full of scramblers and anti-social behaviour?’ So
we put a plan in place that we’d target that area.”
“I carry no kudos and neither do the team; we’re brand
new. We have no kudos but when you add the Irish
You’re not easily dissuaded then?
Street Leagues into it and show them videos of Mexico
and Brazil and you talk about international caps and
“No [laughs]. We carried out a risk assessment of the
you mention people like Thomas Morgan and ask them
field, what were our main issues: people driving up and
to Google him you get the impressed looks, then you
down in mopeds, scramblers, cars, so we decided to have show them what’s possible, what’s achievable, this is
the field roped off, it had to look like a pitch, it had to
what’s happening…. To be honest, none of this would
really look the part.”
be possible without the Irish Street League, we simply
didn’t have the kudos. They love seeing all the YouTube
Marking your territory?
videos and seeing the possibilities, and now seeing one of
their own lads picked for an international street soccer
“Yes, it was very much, ‘this is our safe space for kids’.”
tournament in Scotland brings it all home to them.
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Without the backing of Thomas Morgan and Sean
“It’s tangible … you can tell young people if they work
Kavanagh, this
hard they can do
could not happen Paul with colleagues, Shauna & Alannah
what they like,
as it wouldn’t have
but the truth is,
been achievable,
it’s not all about
it wouldn’t have
hard work ….
been competitive, it Paul with colleagues Shauna & Alannah
Anything in life
would’ve been just
is 95% luck. It’s
another field with a
mam and dad
rope.”
having the time
Apart from the
to drop you the
football skills, this,
away games, a
like we spoke of
lot of the young
earlier, brings a
people we work
sense of structure
with don’t have
which can help
consistency in
in so many other
their parenting
areas of life.
or lives and in
youth work.
“Exactly, there’s
We talk about
the commitment,
working with
consistency, the
young people
turning up ….on
where they’re at
top of that they see
- this is working
we are doing the
with them where
same, we’re keeping our word, we aren’t letting
they’re at, so we’re bringing football and
them down. Also we’re working with
international football right to
DCC and a lot of the guys
their doorsteps and saying
...it’s great to see this
we do football work with
‘Here’s a chance for
community behind us. It’s a success.
are now working out hard
you’. So we’re bringing
at the gym, learning healthy
an Irish jersey right into
eating, mental health and fitness
their community.”
skills and now we’ve started running.
Saturday past we just went out and completed 10K,
Do you wish something like this had been
some of the young
available
people have run
for you as a
for the first time
lad?
in their lives and
again, I point back
“Oh yes …. It
to the Irish Street
took me going
League and those
to prison to
who support us, it’s
get me back
all down to what
to playing
the League stands
professional
for and the dream
football. I
of one day getting
didn’t have the
a cap.”
opportunity
but I had
How do you
the dreams.
see football
People said,
and sport in
‘Oh if you
general help
work hard you
young people
can do this or
reach their
do that.’ The
Community
involvement
own personal
truth of the
dreams?
matter was,
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I wouldn’t have as I didn’t have the social skills or the
family set-up to help me get there.”
What
challenges
have you
found on
a personal
level
with the
players?
“In the past
weeks I’ve
been asking
who has a
passport,
who thinks
they can stay
drug-free,
will they
be able to
go away for a few days with strangers and not get into
trouble …. all life skills and communication skills.”
Anything that made you smile and
or/ surprised you recently?

but we’re looking at a few at the moment.”
Hopes for the future?
“We’ve more
girls under
10 than boys
under 10, but
when the girls
hit around 12
or 13 they just
don’t want to
play anymore,
they won’t
even run in
front of the
boys because
they feel
self-conscious
about their
bodies; we’d
like the girls
to stick around and know how important they are - that’s
our next challenge, to create a space for girls only.”
As we finish the interview, Paul tells

…we’re bringing football
me about some of the young
“Watching some of our
people who want to enter a
and international football right
young people high-fiving
marathon, such is their newto their doorsteps and saying ‘Here’s a
people from completely
chance for you’. So we’re bringing an Irish found love for fitness and he
different ethnic
explains again how football
jersey right into their community.”
backgrounds … friendships
saved his life.
and trust formed that would
never have happened only for the
football. Seeing them hug and building
genuine friendships with people from ethnic minorities
is something I’m so proud they’ve achieved …. I also
love that kids who’d be at home on their computers are
coming out and totally involved.”
Obviously, sustainability is always an issue in sporting
endeavours; come the winter do you see the Leagues
operating indoors in another location within the area.
“Yes, we’re actually working at the minute to locate
somewhere. There’s a hall across the road is looking good
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Paul, always keen to give credit
where it’s due emphasises the support
and importance of the Tallaght Drug & Alcohol
Task Force and South Dublin County Partnership
enhancing the great work already been done from other
agencies and would like to be sure people are aware of
the importance of their support and participation.
There’s no doubt whatsoever that Paul, alongside his
colleagues, Thomas, Shauna and Allanah will do great
things in the years to come in the community as they too
have shown that ‘A Ball Can Change a Life.’

Why Salman Rushdie’s ‘The Satanic Verses’
Remains so Controversial Decades After
its Publication

A

uthor Salman Rushdie is in the hospital with serious injuries after being stabbed by
a man at an arts festival in New York State on Aug. 12, 2022. The following article
by Myriam Renaud was published in 2018 on the 30th anniversary of the release of The
Satanic Verses.

One of the most
controversial books
in recent literary
history, Salman
Rushdie’s “The Satanic
Verses,” was published
three decades ago this
month and almost
immediately set off angry
demonstrations all over
the world, some of them
violent.

Rushdie, in dream sequences,
challenges and sometimes seems
to mock some of its most sensitive
tenets.
Muslims believe that the Prophet
Muhammed was visited by the
angel Gibreel – Gabriel in English
– who, over a 22 year period,
recited God’s words to him. In
turn, Muhammed repeated the
words to his followers. These words
were eventually written down and
became the verses and chapters of
the Quran.

A year later, in 1989,
Iran’s supreme
leader, the Ayatollah
Khomeini, issued a
fatwa, or religious ruling,
ordering Muslims to kill
the author. Born in India
to a Muslim family, but by
then a British citizen living
in the U.K., Rushdie was
forced to go into protective
hiding for the greater part
of a decade.

Rushdie’s novel takes up these
core beliefs. One of the main
characters, Gibreel Farishta,
has a series of dreams in which
he becomes his namesake, the
angel Gibreel. In these dreams,
Gibreel encounters another central
character in ways that echo Islam’s
traditional account of the angel’s
encounters with Muhammed.

What was – and still is –
behind this outrage?

The controversy

Rushdie chooses a provocative
name for Muhammed.

Rushdie
has argued that religious texts should
be open to challenge.

The novel’s version of the
Prophet is called Mahound
– an alternative name for
Muhammed sometimes
used during the Middle Ages by
Christians who considered him a devil.

The book, “Satanic Verses,”
goes to the heart of Muslim religious beliefs when
14

In addition, Rushdie’s Mahound puts his own words
into the angel
Gibreel’s mouth
and delivers
edicts to his
followers that
conveniently
bolster his selfserving purposes.
Even though,
in the book,
Mahound’s
fictional scribe,
Salman the
Persian, rejects
the authenticity
of his master’s
recitations, he
records them
as if they were
God’s.
In Rushdie’s
book, Salman,
for example,
attributes certain
actual passages
in the Quran
that place men
“in charge of
women” and give
men the right to
strike wives from
whom they “fear arrogance,” to Mahound’s sexist views.
Through Mahound, Rushdie appears to cast doubt on
the divine nature of the Quran.

to decide what is real and what is a dream.
Since the
publication of
“The Satanic
Verses,” Rushdie
has argued that
religious texts
should be open
to challenge.
“Why can’t
we debate
Islam?” Rushdie
said in a 2015
interview. “It
is possible
to respect
individuals, to
protect them
from intolerance,
while being
skeptical about
their ideas, even
criticising them
ferociously.”
This view,
however, clashes
with the view of
those for whom
the Quran is the
literal word of
God.
After Khomeini’s death, Iran’s government announced in
1998 that it would not carry out his fatwa or encourage
others to do so. Rushdie now lives in the United States
and makes regular public appearances.

Still, 30 years later, threats against
his life persist. Although mass
... attributes certain
Challenging religious
protests have stopped, the
actual passages in the Quran that
texts?
themes and questions
place men “in charge of women” and give raised in his novel remain
men the right to strike wives from whom they hotly debated.
For many Muslims,
“fear arrogance,” to Mahound’s sexist
Rushdie, in his fictional
views.
retelling of the birth of
Courtesy of The
Islam’s key events, implies
Conversation
that, rather than God, the
Myriam Renaud Affiliated
Prophet Muhammed is himself the
Faculty of Bioethics, Religion, and
source of revealed truths.
Society, Department of Religious Studies, DePaul
University
In Rushdie’s defense, some scholars have argued that
his “irreverent mockery” is intended to explore whether
it is possible to separate fact from fiction. Literature
expert Greg Rubinson points out that Gibreel is unable
15

Issues: Hollywood

James Caan - A Diamond in the Dirt

A

n unparalleled screen presence, roguish good looks and abrasive demeanour
made James Caan one of Hollywood’s favourite leading men but he almost
destroyed his career after a family tragedy that led to addiction. Shaun Anthony
reports.

appearances, James achieved leading man status in Red
James Caan was born on 26th March 1939 in The
Line 7000 in 1965, a Howard Hawks’ auto-racing
Bronx, New York to Arthur Caan, a Jewish kosher
drama. Hawks later regretted the film, disparagingly
butcher and Sophie Caan (née Falkenstein), a dancer.
calling it “a joke” although film-maker Quentin
Caan had two other siblings, Ronald and Barbara and
Tarantino
the children
has spoken of
were raised in
With Al Pacino in
how the film
Queens. James The Godfather
was a huge
was determined
inspiration to
he would not
him. Some
work in the
months later he
meat trade and
starred in the
at high school
1966 western
toiled on the
El Dorado,
football field,
alongside
believing he
John Wayne
had a future
and Robert
in the sport.
Mitchum. Caan
In 1958 Caan
was on a roll;
gained entry
upon wrapping
to Hofstra
he was cast
University
by a thenin New York
little-regarded
where he met
Robert Altman
classmate
in the 1967
and future
space film
collaborator
Countdown, but his first notable association with the
Francis Ford Coppola who encouraged him to join the
Hollywood new wave came with the 1969 movie The
Neighborhood Playhouse School of the Theatre. James
Rain People, directed by university
swiftly ditched university and studied
Caan
pal Coppola, in which James
there for the next five years,
was known to hang out with
played a hitchhiking former
during which time he gained
Carmine Persico, aka, The Snake, a college football star who
his first significant acting credit
is picked up by Natalie
with a small role in the 1961
notorious Mafioso…
Ravenna (played by Shirley
Broadway production of Blood,
Knight),
a dissatisfied housewife.
Sweat and Stanley Poole, a second world war
play by William Goldman and his brother James.
After playing the leading role in a substandard
adaptation of John Updike’s acclaimed novel Rabbit,
Following a succession of small TV and movie
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Run in 1970, James achieved a huge breakthrough with
Francis Ford Coppola’s classic The Godfather. Caan
originally auditioned for the role of Michael Corleone
that
eventually
Caan in The Godfather (1972)
went to
Al Pacino,
and was
favoured by
the studio
executives,
but after
Coppola
insisted
on Pacino,
Caan
was given
another
excellent
role,
Corleone’s
older
brother
Sonny.
During
production
of The
Godfather, Caan was known to hang out with Carmine
Persico, aka, The Snake, a notorious Mafioso and later
head of the Colombo crime family. Government agents
briefly mistook Caan as an aspiring mobster! James
received his only Oscar nomination, for best supporting
actor for the film, and his work remains memorable for
Sonny’s grisly death scene.

such as the Barbra Streisand musical Funny Lady and
the WWII epic A Bridge Too Far. Unfortunately, Caan
was also famous for the roles he turned down, including
the 1975
psychological
comedy
drama, One
Flew Over
the Cuckoo’s
Nest,
Coppola’s
1979 epic
psychological
war film,
Apocalypse
Now (because
Coppola
“mentioned
something
about 16
weeks in the
Philippine
jungles”) and
legal drama
Kramer Vs.
Kramer (“it
was such
middle class bourgeois baloney”).

In 1981 Thief, a neo-noir heist action thriller directed
by Michael Mann was released. Caan was excellent as a
safecracker who takes on the mob and this film allowed
him to reinvent himself for a brand new decade of film,
with film critic Roger Ebert describing the
Caan
movie as “one of the most intelligent
Caan was closely
thrillers I’ve seen”, however,
was also famous for the
identified with the role
James’ career would rapidly
roles he turned down, including One
for years afterwards,
scupper after his sister
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, Coppola’s
died from leukemia and
1979
epic
Apocalypse
Now
and
Kramer
Vs.
“They called
he developed a severe drug
Kramer
me a wise-guy.
addiction to cocaine. Caan’s
I won Italian of
career just nosedived after
the Year twice in New
he walked out of the Robert Ludlum
York, and I’m Jewish, not Italian.... I
thriller The Holcroft Covenant - being replaced
was denied membership in a country club once.
by Michael Caine. Caan would later talk about the
Oh yeah, the guy sat in front of the board, and
deep depression he fell into as a result of “Hollywood
he says, ‘No, no, he’s a wise-guy, been downtown. burnout.” In a 1992 interview, he said that this was a
He’s a made guy [fully initiated member of the
time when,
Mafia].”
“a lot of mediocrity was produced. Because I
The seventies were superb for Caan, he was now
think that directors got to the point where they
established as a leading movie star with follow-up hits like
made themselves too important. It was a period
the road movie Slither where he played an ex-convict and
of time when I said, ‘I’m not going to work
The Gambler, in which Caan’s performance was widely
again.’
lauded, resulting in him being nominated for a Golden
Globe. He also appeared in more traditional mediums,
During this time Caan dedicated his days to coaching
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children’s sports but had to stop when he sadly had a
car crash. He considered retiring for good but instead of
being “set for life”, as he believed, he found out one day
that,

and dramas, including The Yards with Mark Wahlberg
and Dogville with Nicole Kidman. He also shone as Will
Ferrell’s businessman father in Christmas-favourite Elf.

Personal Life

“I was flat-ass broke…”

James married
four times:
Caan in later years
between 1961
and 1966 to Dee
Jay Mathis, to
Sheila Marie
Ryan from
1975-76, to
Ingrid Hajek
from 1990-94,
and to Linda
Stokes from
1995 to 2017.
He had 5 kids,
one of whom,
Scott, followed
him into acting,
appearing
in Gone in
60 Seconds,
Ocean’s Eleven
and the remake
of Hawaii Five0. Scott Caan’s
godfather is Colombo crime family boss Andrew Russo.
James Caan and Andrew Russo were friends since the
early 1970s.

So, in 1987,
old pal
Coppola
reached out,
casting him in
his Vietnam
war drama
Gardens of
Stone; the
film did not
do well and
James only
received a
quarter of
his pre-hiatus
salary, and
then had to
kick in tens
of thousands
more to the
completion
bond
company because of Holcroft.
“I don’t know what it is, but, boy, when you’re down,
they like to stomp on you”, he said. This was swiftly
followed by Alien Nation, which did do well, resulting in
a TV spin-off.

Caan’s career spanned decades and he brought an
air of charged danger to his
roles; drawing on
“I don’t know what it is,
At the beginning of the 90’s,
his background
but, boy, when you’re down, they like to
Caan successfully reestablished
and private
himself with the Stephen King
life helped him
stomp on you”
adaptation of Misery, directed by
exude fierceness
Rob Reiner, in which he Brilliantly
effortlessly.
portrayed the bed-bound author subject
In later years he became
to the attentions of obsessive fan and nurse Kathy
a prolific Twitter user, building up a
Bates. Since the script called for the male lead, Paul
huge following, capping his posts with the phrase “End
Sheldon, to spend most of his time lying in bed, the role
of tweet”.
was declined by countless Tinsel Town leading actors
before Caan accepted.
James Caan was one of the true movie tough guys, he
passed away on 6th July at the age of 82.
James would work steadily for the next number of years,
often trading on his acerbic demeanour and hard-living
reputation. He appeared in comedies like Honeymoon in
Vegas and Mickey Blue Eyes with Hugh Grant where he
played a gangster as well as thrillers like Flesh and Bone
18
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Issues: Historical

The Hellfire Club - Dark Times in Dublin

A

n old boys’ club that delighted in operating outside the law, The Hellfire Club took
Dublin by storm in the early 18th Century, leaving the community terrified in their
wake. Liz Scales reports.
Mountpelier Hill was the home to the ill-famed Hellfire
Club in Dublin between 1737 until it disbanded in
the early 1740s. Years later, perhaps more so heading
towards Hallowe’en season each year, the mystery
surrounding the club and the eerie goings on there
still loom large in the public’s consciousness, not least
due to reports of
paranormal activity
on a regular basis.
The hill, which
stands 383 metres
high is home to
what remains of the
building at its summit,
but to understand the
club’s raison d’etre
in Ireland we need
to look at the English
branch and the man
who established it,
Philip, the 1st Duke
Image: National Gallery of Ireland
of Wharton.

commonplace. ‘Do what thou wilt’ would be chanted as
“men should be governed only by their own free will and
pleasure.” The Duke of Wharton may have led many to
believe the organisation was his idea, but The Hellfire
Club or certainly groups that matched their rationale
had been operating for centuries before, for instance,
François Rabelais, in
the 1500’s is credited
with the creation of
the philosophy of
Thelema and the
maxim, ‘Do What
Thou Wilt’, and in
the early 1730’s Sir
Frances Dashwood,
the 11th Baron le
Despencer founded
a group, originally
named the Monks
of Medmenham but
commonly known as
The Hellfire Club in
Buckinghamshire,
A Gentleman’s Club to Indulge the Senses
where members included the radical journalist and MP
John Wilkes, House of Commons member George Bubb
The Duke, sick of what he viewed as the
Dodington, the 1st Baron Melcombe and
constraints of religion and society and
other well-known journalists and
Everything
you
can
very much inspired by the ‘Age of
politicians of the time.
think
of
was
revelled
in:
alcoEnlightenment’, a philosophical
hol, mind-altering substances, sex
movement sweeping Europe
at the time, decided to set up
In the U.K. Philip and his men
of every kind, gambling, violence
a gentleman’s club centred
were
viewed by all the religious
and tomfoolery...
around hedonism, where all the
institutions as, “an affront to the
senses were indulged and if society
ideals of the church and the sacred
was shocked - even better. Everything you
principles of religion; corrupting to the
can think of was revelled in: alcohol, mind-altering
minds and morals of young people.” In fact, George I
substances, sex of every kind, gambling, violence and
put forward a bill, aimed specifically at the Hellfire Club
tomfoolery. Freemasonry played a huge part and very
“against ‘horrid impieties’” (or immorality) and the club
few made it into the inner-sanctum of the group, but for
officially came to an end in 1721 in England, however,
those who did, it appears that occult practices were
things were just getting started across the Irish Sea.
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The Hellfire Club Reemerges

Masses taking place, the pacts with the devil, the number
of young women indulging in orgies with these men, the
animal sacrifices and sadly even the ritual slaughter of a
dwarf at one stage.

In 1725 when the Irish Speaker of the Commons,
William Connolly was looking for a plot of land for
his new hunting lodge he found and purchased the site
of an ancient cairn with a prehistoric passage grave,
Montpelier Hill and
Montpelier Hill
the surrounding
Rathfarnham
estate from the
aforementioned Philip,
the founder of the
original Hellfire Club.
Stones from the cairn
were taken and used
in the construction
of Mountpelier lodge
but shortly after completion, a storm blew the roof off
and locals attributed this incident to the work of satan,
retribution for interfering with the cairn.
Although the lodge would be used by the group, which
included members like Richard Parsons, the First Earl of
Rosse (who was also the Grand Master of the first Irish
Freemason Lodge) and Colonel Jack St Leger (the son of
a rich landowner from Kildare, notorious for gambling
large amounts of money on ridiculous wagers), they
were also known to have other secret spots for meeting
up, including a room at The Eagle Tavern in the city.
Evidence of the identities of other members comes
from a painting by James Worsdale entitled The Hell
Fire Club, Dublin, now held by the National Gallery of
Ireland which shows five members of the club seated
around a table; the five men are Henry, 4th Baron of
Santry, (who was tried for murder and convicted in
1739), Simon Luttrell, an Anglo-Irish politician, Colonel
Henry Ponsonby, an Irish House of Commons member,
Colonel Richard St George and Colonel Clements.
Old Boy Network
The Hellfire Club had no particular rigid, formal
structure but there were ceremonial roles similar to The
Freemasons, for example James Worsdale served as the
Master of Revels and it appeared the club was nothing
short of an old boys’ network, a fraternity that supported
their well-connected and well-heeled ‘brothers’. The
one thing each man had in common, besides power
and wealth was their derision of the church. This
brotherhood believed they were “enlightened” and so
refused to adhere to the moral and ethical ‘constraints’
of following a religious faith or even a moral compass.
The general public of the area were furious as were
priests and ministers when they heard about the Black
23

Like many secret fraternities, the customs and practices
seem odd but on Mountpelier Hill, meetings always
started with all
members sitting
around a circular
table. A huge punch
bowl of scaltheen (a
rancid mixture of
Irish whiskey and
melted butter) would
be brought in and
the men would toast
Lucifer and drink to
the “damnation of the Church and its prelates”. The
men would then pour scaltheen over a cat, obtained for
the occasion, and set fire to the poor feline. After this,
the true depravity could take place, which unfortunately
included lewd behaviour and sexual assaults and violence
towards women, but because these men were powerful
and the women poor, justice was never served.
It wasn’t long until the group’s immoral behaviour
came to the attention of author Jonathan Swift, who
protested against the group, describing them as, “a brace
of monsters, blasphemers and bacchanalians, of whom
Worsdale was the leader.”
The Fire
The club was eventually destroyed following a Black
Mass after scaltheen spilled on a coat and set the place
alight, spreading quickly and burning many members to
death. The club’s activities declined significantly after this
incident.
Today visitors to the Hellfire club on Montpellier Hill
have reported all kinds of other strange experiences
including groups experiencing the ground shaking under
their feet and intense feelings of being unwelcome.
The Hellfire Club and their stomach-churning conduct
terrified the people of 18th Century Dublin, after all,
with the motto ‘Do What Thou Wilt’, these men could
do anything and largely get away with it and without the
moral etiquette that society at large adheres to, these toffs
were nothing short of a scourge to the community.
* For those who’d like to see Mountpelier Hill, it is
accessed from the Hell Fire Wood car park along the
R115 between Rathfarnham and Glencullen

Annual Leave, Take it, You Need It.

A

nnual leave: here’s the evidence for why you should use it up – and how to make the
most of it. Jolanta Burke reports.

We are currently at the peak of the holiday season,
but instead of drinking cocktails on the beach, hiking
the mountains and enjoying what life has to offer, a
surprising number of people are reluctant to take time
out from work. Recent research shows one in five people
in Ireland do
not take their
full annual leave
entitlement. And
in the UK, two in
five workers have
taken less leave
in recent years
as a result of the
pandemic.

they do not expect to feel relaxed while on holidays. This
may be due to their circumstances or choices made about
how to spend time off. In particular, family holidays may
generate a lot of conflict, sometimes becoming even
more stressful than work. It’s unsurprising then that
staying on at
work instead of
taking time out
may be tempting
for many.
Alternatively,
some people
fear the financial
consequences
of annual
leave. Holidays
are expensive,
especially for
large families,
leading many to
forgo their leave
entitlement to
save money.

It is important
to take time out
from work in
order to fully
live our lives,
but there are
several issues that
can discourage
us from taking
annual leave. Some people have doubts about whether
taking time out will allow for full
psychological detachment from
Benefits of Annual
Recent research shows
work, for example. The fear that
Leave
one in five people in Ireland do not
thoughts of work will invade
take their full annual leave entitlement
our minds encourages many
people to just keep working. A
These are just some examples
common trend among those who
of why people may avoid
are obsessively passionate about their
holidays, but regardless of the reason,
work, these feelings can become overbearing,
taking time off – especially from demanding jobs – has
controlling their thoughts and making them unable to
immediate benefits in terms of decreasing stress and
temporarily forget about work.
burnout. These benefits are only temporary, with stress
often climbing again shortly after returning to work.
Another reason people do not take time off is because
24

As such, regular respites throughout the year can help
achieve the accumulative benefits of annual leave on
health.

similar benefits is to use meditation techniques such as
mindfulness.
2. Spend time in nature

The good news is that taking time out for a week to two
weeks is enough to recover and experience a boost of
positive emotions. This will begin to decline as the time
off comes to an end, but still offers the break needed to
recharge your batteries.
Annual
leave is also
beneficial for
employers, as
it improves
employee
productivity
by up to
40%, reduces
the likelihood
of sick leave
by 28%,
and boosts
creativity
and mental
health.
Taking time
out is also
essential for
parents, as
their children gain immense benefits from spending more
time together.
This summer’s travel disruption may have put people off
travelling abroad but there are plenty of ways to get the
most of your annual leave at home.

Getting the Best From
Annual Leave

When on annual leave, try to spend as much time as you
can in nature because it is associated an improvement
in both emotional and psychological health. It doesn’t
matter what you do when enjoying nature; you can
be active,
for example
walking, running,
gardening, or
simply sitting on
a park bench or
spending time
sky-gazing.
3. Engage your
brain
Take time off as
an opportunity
to develop your
interests. If you
love reading, plan
to read a few
books over the
holiday. Research
shows these
activities support our minds and our moods, regardless
of age. There are additional benefits if you help your
children enjoy books over the summer.

Alternatively, if you enjoy listening to music, take this
time to dust off your CDs or rearrange
your digital music library. Share
..taking time off –
music, play an instrument, write
especially from demanding jobs
lyrics, dance or even just listen
has immediate benefits in terms of to as much music as you can
to improve your physcial and
decreasing stress and burnout..
mental health.

While these figures may have
you reaching for your phone to search
for package deals, the spike in travel disruption this
summer may put you off from searching for the farthestflung destination. But you don’t need expensive foreign
holidays to enjoy annual leave. Here are three vacation
activities that can improve wellbeing, whether you are
away or on a staycation:

These are just a few ideas. What’s most
important is to do something that engages your
mind, helps you forget about your job and allows for a
respite before you return to work feeling happier and
more energised than before.
Jolanta Burke. Senior Lecturer, Centre for
Positive Psychology and Health, RCSI University of
Medicine and Health Sciences. Article courtesy of the
Conversation.

1. Practice relaxation
Relaxation can involve simple breathing practice that
can help reduce anxiety. An alternative that can have
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Screen
Scene
Do Revenge ***

Epic Adventures with Bertie
Gregory ***

Starring: Maya Hawke, Camila Mendes.
Run Time: 118 mins
Streaming on: Netflix
Available: From 16th Sept.

Starring: Bertie Gregory
Run Time: Not yet released
Streaming on: Disney+
Available to stream: 8th Sept.

There’s nothing scarier than a teenage girl —
especially the two at the centre of dark comedy Do
Revenge. The Strangers on a Train–esque thriller
follows what happens after a clandestine meet-cute
between fallen it-girl Drea and new girl Eleanor.
Together, the two girls go after each other’s
tormentors, including a woman whom Eleanor wants
to “burn to the ground” and a “fake-woke, misogynist
hypocrite.”

The face of a new generation of aspirational
adventurers and natural history filmmakers,
29-year-old National Geographic Explorer Bertie
Gregory takes viewers on epic journeys that push
into the most spectacular corners of the world.
This season, we see Bertie braving the icy worlds
of Antarctica in search of the biggest gathering of
whales ever filmed and coming face-to-face with
specialist buffalo-hunting lions in Zambia. In this
multipart adventure series, he will take audiences
on an ambitious odyssey across the globe,
showcasing the natural world at a time when it
faces its greatest challenges. Real family friendly
fun.

Irreverent, current and sure to be a hit, especially
amongst teens and twenty-somethings.
Do Revenge

Epic Adventures with Bertie Gregory
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Recipes for Love & Murder **

Munich Match ***

Starring: Maria Doyle Kennedy, Kylie
Fisher.
Streaming: Acorn
Run Time: 10 x 60 mins
Available to stream: Currently.

Starring: Robert Maaser, Shadi Mar’i
Streaming: Sky Atlantic & NowTV
Run Time: 6 x 60 mins
Available to watch: Mid-Sept

When a woman who wrote to recipe/advice
columnist Tannie Maria (Maria Doyle Kennedy)
turns up dead, Maria and her colleague, rookie
journalist Jessie (Kylie Fisher), spring into action.
They’re determined to solve the murder in their
small South African town, to the annoyance of
police detective Khaya (Tony Kgoroge, Invictus).
But will their investigation stir up too much
trouble? Highly entertaining if you love mysteries.

High stakes political thriller Munich Games follows two
agents, one Israeli and one German, who must come
together to prevent a terrorist attack from occurring 50
years after the Munich Massacre.
The thriller starts in 2022 at a peaceful football match
that has been organised between a German and Israeli
team to mark the 1972 terrorist attack and honour the
victims.
Alarm bells are raised when Oren Simon, a Mossad
agent in Berlin, discovers a suspicious message in a dark
web forum days before the game. He is partnered with
Maria Köhler a German state criminal police officer
with a Lebanese background, to make sure that history
does not repeat itself.

Recipes for Love & Murder

The six-part series tackles geopolitics, information
manipulation and the dangers of increasing extremism
across the world.

Love Actually****
Starring: Hugh Grant, Martine McCutcheon
Streaming: Prime
Run Time: 129 mins.

Munich Match

Bailey Sarian ****
Starring: Bailey Sarian
Streaming: YouTube
Run Time: Varies
Available to stream: YouTube

Bailey Sarian

There’s a reason Bailey Sarian has 6.5m subscribers on
YouTube; her ‘Murder, Mystery & Makeup Mondays’ in
which she brings us indepth analysis of true crime stories
from around the world is second to none, with backstories on
serial killers, what potentially led to their lives of crime and
how their crimes impacted not only their victims but the
world at large. With 458 episodes at the time of writing this, you’re
in for a real treat if you love to binge-watch content.
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Near Death Experiences
I

s there life after death? Rosie Pigot relates some vivid testimonies by people who
have clinically died before coming back to life.

Near Death Experience is a term coined by Dr Raymond
Moody, Psychiatrist and Physician in 1975 when he wrote
his bestseller Life after Life. The book was a compilation
of personal accounts or testimonies given by patients
who had
clinically died
for a short
period of
time before
coming back
to life. Their
vivid stories,
similar to
one another
and related
with such
conviction
caught his
interest
and it was
to become
the subject
for much
research and
many books
over the course of his life. This opened up a floodgate for
people to come forward and relate their near
death experiences.

Nancy Reynes, Scientist (former Atheist) from Colorado
had a Near Death Experience in 2014. She had been
hit by a car while cycling and ended up with over 100
fractures and a broken neck. She was given an anesthetic
in an operating
theatre. She
found herself
suddenly
standing.
Around her
was a bright
light and
magnificent
blue metallic
sky. It was
blissful.
A being
approached
her, exuding
love and
kindness,
“Welcome
home” she
said. I could
feel waves of
peace and love coming from her and outside me.

The environment was strikingly
beautiful, mountains,
I
could
feel
waves
of
peace
and
The typical NDE conjures
streams, forests and crystal
love
coming
from
her
and
outside
me.
up images of tunnels leading
clear lakes. flowers and
to bright lights and people
plants emanating energy
being reunited with deceased
responding to her when
loved ones and and divine beings.
she looked at them. Everything
Common themes depict their spirit leaving
was connected with good feeling.
their bodies, often seeing the events taking place around
At one point however she looked behind her as she
their physical body. They can relate conversations that
walked through the picturesque scene and saw that it
have taken place in the operating theatre, or at a road
faded into nothing. It became clear that this incredible
accident. However, many elements of a NDE differ.
place was not the final destination but rather a holding
28

place, a place to decompress before going there. The
surroundings were created for her to feel peace and calm.

deep connection to him. I felt complete, whole and more
real than I felt on earth.

Over the course of what appeared to be two months
Nancy lived in her spirit form and was taught lessons
by this being and
others that would
help her when
she returned to
her living state.
She travelled to
different realms.
Nancy was very
upset when she
heard she would
be going back
and argued. She
was told that
she had agreed
to this prior to
being born and
was showed a
reinactment of
this in the air, like
a video of the
scene.

I wanted to reach the tree, he wouldn’t let me. It wasn’t
my time and I had to return. I argued with him about it
but he was firm
but loving. Like
most of us who
have had a Near
Death Experience
I didn’t want to
come back but it
wasn’t my time.
We have a life
purpose to fulfill,
no matter how
difficult it may
seem at times.

David has strong
convictions of
what NDE’s
teach us. When
he was asked
who he thought
the person or beings there were he replied “I dont know
exactly but whoever they were he thought
they were particular skilled at what
they do. They can take any
It’s impossible to just brush these
mess we create and get
ourselves into and use it for
accounts aside...
the advancement of our
evolution into love”

After this she was shown a Life
Review. In this she was able to
see scenes and events that
had happened in her life. It
showed how her words and
actions had affected others. It
was possible to feel the emotions
of those she had hurt and those she
helped. It was explained to her that the point of this
was to show how we affect others in our lives but not
to incite guilt.I knew when I returned I would make
amends and live in a more ethical compassionate way. I
was certainly no longer an atheist, so my whole outlook
would be changed forever. When I had to return to my
body, it was very difficult after being shown such beauty.
However I had new purpose and meaning in my life. I
also knew that our lives on earth are predetermined and
my higher self wanted to experience lifes lessons.

Rev. David Maginley, Hospital Chaplain and author from
Canada had a Near Death Experience when he was 27
years old. His heart and pulse stopped for fifteen minutes.
During this time he found himself on a grassy hill, with a
tree in the near distance. It was extraordinarily beautiful.
I could feel every blade of grass, pulsating with life. He
felt if he got to this wonderful lush green tree he would
pass over and wanted to more than anything else. A
spiritual entity approached him. When David saw him he
felt he was reuniting with a best friend. This being was
love, power, compassion, wisdom and humour. I felt a
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He went on
“NDE’s are a universal experience found in all cultures,
all races & all levels of education. One in ten people who
have a cardiac arrest will have a spiritual experience, so
that’s a lot of people, It’s impossible to just brush these
accounts aside”
Although David is a reverend he believes that it’s less
crucial what higher power you believe in or don’t believe
in. “If we focus on love we step out of the madness.
I think that’s the one lesson Near Death experiences
teaches us”
“Wherever you are planted shine where you are, be the
love, however inadequate or awkwardly you do it. Drop
cynicism. I know it’s not always easy but keep trying and
you will be doing the most transformative healing than
you could ever imagine”.

The Tech Revolution
T

echnology is alienating people – and it’s not just those who are older. Carolyn
Wilson-Nash and Julie Tinson report.

We take it for granted that technology brings people
closer together and improves our access to essential
products and services. If you
can’t imagine life without
your smartphone, it’s easy to
forget that people who can’t
or don’t want to engage with
the latest technology are being
left behind. For example, there
have recently been reports that
cashless payment systems for
car parking in the Britain are
seeing older drivers unfairly
hit with fines. This has led to
calls for the government to
intervene.
Age is one of the biggest
predictors of digital
exclusion. Only 47% of those
aged 75 and over use the
Internet regularly. And out
of the 4 million who have
never used the Internet in the
UK, only 300,000 people are
under 55. But older people
are not the only ones who feel
shut out by new technology.
For example, research shows
vulnerable people, such as
those with disabilities, are also
disengaging with e-services
and being “locked out” of society.

technology to participate in everyday life. This is a
global phenomenon. Out in front, Sweden predicts its
economy will be fully
cashless by March
2023.
Shops increasingly
use QR codes, virtual
reality window
displays and selfservice checkouts.
Many of these
systems require
a smart device,
and momentum
is building for
QR codes to be
integrated into digital
price tags as they can
give customers extra
information such as
nutritional content
of food. Changing
paper labels is a
labour intensive
process.

Technology pervades
all aspects of
consumer life. Going
on holiday, enjoying
the cinema or theatre, and joining sport and
social clubs all make people
There
feel part of society. But
is a growing expectation that
many popular artists
The digital transition
consumers should embrace technology to
now use online
participate in everyday life. This is a global queues to sell
phenomenon
tickets to their
From train tickets to vaccine
shows. Social groups use
passports, there is a growing
WhatsApp and Facebook to
expectation that consumers should embrace
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keep their members updated.

One of the most common reasons for digital exclusion,
however, is poverty. When the pandemic hit in March
2020, 51% of households earning between £6,000 to
£10,000 had home Internet access, compared with 99%
of households with an income over £40,000.

When it comes to booking a holiday, there are a
decreasing number of in-person travel agents. This
limits the social support to make the best choice, which
is particularly
important for those
with specific needs
such as people with
health issues. And
once travelling,
aircrew expect
flight boarding
passes and COVID
passports to be
available on
smartphones.

Limited access to
tablets, smartphones
and laptops can result
in feelings of isolation.
Many older consumers
have developed
strategies to manage
and overcome the digital
challenges presented
by these devices. But
those unable to engage
with technology  remain
excluded if their family
and friends don’t live
close by.

Essential
services such as
healthcare, which
can already be
difficult for older and other people to navigate, are also
moving online. Patients are increasingly expected to
use the GP website or email to request to see a doctor.
Ordering prescriptions online is
encouraged.

Smart change
The solution is not simply
to give devices to those
without smart technology.
While there is a need to
provide affordable Internet access and
technology, and offer support in learning new skills, we
need to recognise diversity in society.

Sweden predicts its economy will be
fully cashless by March 2023.

Not just older
people
Not everyone can afford an Internet connection or
smart technology. Some regions, particularly rural ones,
struggle for phone signal. Network’s plans for a digital
switchover, which would render traditional landlines
redundant, could cut off people who rely on their
landlines.
Concerns about privacy can also stop people using
technology. Data collection and security breaches impact
people’s confidence in organisations. A 2020 survey
into consumers’ trust  in businesses showed no industry
reached a trust rating of 50% for data protection. The
majority of respondents (87%) said they would not do
business with a company if they had concerns about its
security practices.
Some people view “forced” digitisation as a symbol of
consumer culture and will limit their technology use.
Followers of the simple living movement, which gained
momentum in the 1980s, try to minimise their use of
technology. Many people take a “less is more” approach
to technology  simply because they feel it offers a more
meaningful existence.
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Services should provide non-digital options that embrace
equality. For example, cash systems should not be
abolished. There might be a demand for services to
become digital, but service providers need to be aware of
the people who will be isolated by this transition.
Retailers, local councils, health providers and businesses
in tourism, entertainment and leisure should try to
understand more about the diversity of their consumers.
They need to develop services that cater for the needs of
all people, especially those without access to technology.
We live in a diverse world and diverse consumers need
choice. After all, access to and inclusion in society is a
human right.
Carolyn Wilson-Nash Lecturer, Marketing and
Retail, Stirling Management School, University
of Stirling.
Julie Tinson Professor of Marketing, University
of Stirling. Article courtesy of The Conversation

Proud Supporters of Ireland’s Big Issue & Homeless Street Leagues

/paulmurphytd

@paulmurphy_td

@tdpaulmurphy

A voice for
workers’
rights and
eco-socialism
Dáil Éireann, Dublin 2.Tel: 01 6183134
Email: jimocallaghan@oireachtas.ie Web: jimocallaghan.com
Twitter: O’CallaghanJim

Facebook/Instagram: Jim O’Callaghan TD

Weekly Advice Clinics: Tuesday - St. Andrews Resource Centre: 6pm-7pm, 114,116 Pearse
St, City Quay, Dublin D02 PR44 & Ringsend Community Centre: 7pm-8pm,Thorncastle
Street, Ringsend, Dublin 4

“I am glad to
support the
Big Issue in tackling
homelessness and
supporting people
out of the
poverty trap.”

Maurice Quinlivan TD
Sinn Féin TD for Limerick City
and North Tipperary
Congratulation
& best
wishes
to our
Congratulations
& best
wishes
to male
all and female
teams
representing
in the 8 Nations
Soccer
participants
in theIreland
Irish Homeless
Street Street
Leagues
Tournament in Dundee, Scotland in September.

I am always happy to help,
should you need me.

T: 01 618 3640 | Leinster House
T: 061 319 681 | Constituency Office
E: Maurice.quinlivan@oir.ie

Johnny Mythen TD Co. Wexford

Leinster House | Kildare Street | Dublin 2
Constituency Office | 34 Denmark Street | Limerick

Phone: 087 114 2100
Email: john.mythen@oir.ie
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Ireland Enter Nations Tournament
in Scotland with High Hopes
IHSL male and female teams representing Ireland in the International Street Soccer Nations Cup in Dundee,
Scotland 8/12 Sept have been chosen.
The teams, male and female have been selected from our nationwide Street League program and include
players from across the country. The tournament will run from Friday September 9th to Sunday September
11th. We will feature a full report in our October edition.

Male Team
Top: Thomas Morgan ( Coach)
Ciaran, Adam, Sean, Wayne,
Graham Tucker (assistant coach)
Bottom: Joseph, Lee, Gerard and
Michael

Ladies Team
Top: Mary Byrne (Assistant
Coach) Hayleigh, Chantel, Chloe,
Graham Tucker (coach)
Bottom: Laura, Amy, Marion,
Serena and Lauren.

We would like to thank St Catherines
Community Sports Centre, Dublin. for
providing the the use of their splendid
facilities and pitch for training purposes for
our Irish Homeless Street Leagues National
teams.
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Issues: New Book Releases

Patricia Scanlan’s
Book Club

P

atricia Scanlan was born in Dublin, where she still lives. She is a #1
bestselling author and has sold millions of books worldwide. Her books are
translated in many languages. Patricia is the series editor and a contributing author to the award
winning Open Door Literacy series.

This issue, Patricia brings her favourite books of the moment.
The Amusements - Aingeala Flannery - Sandycove.
In the seaside town of Tramore, County Waterford, visitors arrive in waves with the tourist season,
reliving the best days of their childhoods in its caravan parks, chippers and amusement arcades.
Local teenager Helen Grant is indifferent to the charm of her surroundings; she dreams of escaping
to Art College with her glamorous classmate Stella Swaine and, from there, taking on the world. But
leaving Tramore is easier said than done. Though they don’t yet know it, Helen and Stella’s lives are
pulled by tides beyond their control.
Following the Grant and Swaine families and their neighbours over three decades, The Amusements is a luminous and
unforgettable story about roads taken and not taken - and a brilliantly observed portrait of a small-town community.
The Amusements is an outstanding debut. Exquisitely written, with great humour and a lightness of spirit that’s rare
in the ‘literary’ world.

The Accomplice – Steve Cavanagh – Orion.
THE MOST HATED WOMAN IN AMERICA
The Sandman killings have been solved. Daniel Miller murdered fourteen people before he vanished. His wife, Carrie,
now faces trial as his accomplice. The FBI, the District Attorney, the media and everyone in America believe she knew
and helped cover up her husband’s crimes.
THE LAWYER
Eddie Flynn won’t take a case unless his client is innocent. Now, he has to prove to a jury, and
the entire world, that Carrie Miller was just another victim of the Sandman. She didn’t know her
husband’s dark side and she had no part in the murders. But so far, Eddie and his team are the only
ones who believe her.
THE FORMER FBI AGENT
Gabriel Lake used to be a federal agent, before someone tried to kill him. Now, he’s an investigator
with a vendetta against the Sandman. He’s the only one who can catch him, because he believes
that everything the FBI knows about serial killers is wrong.
THE KILLER
With his wife on trial, the Sandman is forced to come out of hiding to save her from a life sentence. He will kill to protect her and everyone involved in the case is a target.
Even Eddie Flynn...
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Forging Silver into Stars: Brigid Kemmerer - Bloomsbury YA
Tycho of Rillisk has been a lot of things: son and brother, stable hand, prisoner, soldier and friend to the
king. Now, four years after Grey took the throne of Emberfall, Tycho has taken on a new role: courier
and spy. As the only person the king can trust, Tycho carries secret messages back and forth between the
kingdoms of Emberfall and Syhl Shallow. But even though the war is over, peace still seems far away. A
dangerous anti-magical faction is rising, and when Tycho discovers a plot to assassinate Grey and Queen
Lia Mara, ruler of Syhl Shallow, he must fight for everything he believes in. Nothing here is as it seems, and after a
devastating betrayal, it becomes clear that the danger is only just beginning.

The Queen of Dirt Island – Donal Ryan – Doubleday
The Aylward women are mad about each other, but you wouldn’t always think it. You’d have to know
them to know - in spite of what the neighbours might say about raised voices and dramatic scenes that their house is a place of peace, filled with love, a refuge from the sadness and cruelty of the world.
Their story begins at an end and ends at a beginning. It’s a story of terrible betrayals and fierce
loyalties, of isolation and togetherness, of transgression, forgiveness, desire, and love. About all
the things family can be and all the things it sometimes isn’t. More than anything, it is an uplifting
celebration of fierce, loyal love and the powerful stories that last generations.

Wise Up – Barbara Scully – Zsa Zsa Publishing
Barbara Scully launches her debut book with a frank look at the last half-century of women’s place
in society, told via her lived experience of womanhood in contemporary Ireland. The 60-year-old
broadcaster pulls no punches as she blends uncomfortable truths with indispensable advice in this
essential feminist publication.
Told with searing honesty, this memoir-come-self-help guide is laced with social history and the
occasional rant to deliver a read that is humorous and essential. It offers younger women a guide to
navigating the hurdles of adulting, and older women the opportunity to consider the two great benefits of ageing wisdom and power. It’s time to dream big, just like you did when you were a teenager.
“Whatever the reason, I realised when I turned 40 and with every decade since I have less f*cks to give. It’s liberating, I
tell you.” Barbara Scully.

Washing Windows Too: Irish Women Write Poetry – Edited by Nuala
O’Connor & Alan Hayes – Arlen House
Washing Windows Too contains 100 new poems, selected by co-editor Alan Hayes, by women who
have not yet published a full collection. As co-editor Nuala O’Connor says in her introduction: “What
a pleasure it is to see what subjects new poets love enough – feel urgently enough about – to be moved
to create poetry.” The writers in the pages of Washing Windows Too have things on their minds that
have exploded into that love-urgency that makes writers write. And, just as it should be, few subjects
are off limits. A poet may not always love her inspirational material, but those here revere the act of writing so much –
value it so much – that honing their ideas, visions, and insights into poem-shaped, concrete objects has become crucial.
It is an honour to witness what has urged these writers to the process of thought, cogitation, sentence, and finally,
poem. Many writers use writing as an attempt to solve life’s conundrums – to solve themselves. And to understand the
self and others better, too, because writing is the best way they know to gain sight into, and survive, the vagaries of life.
A poem can be a path into the deepest, purest self, and back out again – through the very act of writing – to a calmer,
less frenetic place. In Washing Windows Too, particular groupings of motifs re-occur and these include birth and
motherhood; child-love and empty nests; migration and refugees; women’s power and agency; bodies, the male gaze,
and violence; nature and its beauties; art, creation, and the act of writing itself; uneasy relationships; politics; health and
illness; and grief and death. And, because we are living in the early twenty-twenties, the pandemic naturally features in
some poems.
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Because laughter is
the best medicine!

On a rural road a state trooper pulled this farmer over
and said: “Sir, do you realise your wife fell out of the car
several miles back?” To which the farmer replied: “Thank
God, I thought I had gone deaf!”

My Mother taught me TO THINK AHEAD...”If you don’t
pass your spelling test, you’ll never get a good job!”

A man observed a woman in the grocery store with a
three-year-old girl in her basket. As they passed the
cookie section, the child asked for cookies and her
mother told her “no.” The little girl immediately began to
whine and fuss, and the mother said quietly, “Now Ellen,
we just have half of the aisles left to go through; don’t be
upset. It won’t be long.”

My Mother taught me TO MEET A
CHALLENGE...” What were you thinking? Answer me
when I talk to you...Don’t talk back to me!”

He passed the Mother again in the candy aisle. Of course,
the little girl began to shout for candy. When she was told
she couldn’t have any, she began to cry. The mother said,
“There, there, Ellen, don’t cry. Only two more aisles to go,
and then we’ll be checking out.”
The man again happened to be behind the pair at the
checkout, where the little girl immediately began to
clamor for gum and burst into a terrible tantrum upon
discovering there would be no gum purchased today. The
mother patiently said, “Ellen, we’ll be through this check
out stand in five minutes, and then you can go home and
have a nice nap.”
The man followed them out to the parking lot and
stopped the woman to compliment her. “I couldn’t help
noticing how patient you were with little Ellen...”

My Mother taught me ESP...”Put your sweater on; don’t
you think that I know when you’re cold?”

My Mother taught me HUMOUR...” When that lawn
mower cuts off your toes, don’t come running to me.”
My Mother taught me how to BECOME AN ADULT...”If
you don’t eat your vegetables, you’ll never grow up.
My mother taught me about GENETICS...” You are just
like your father!”
My mother taught me about my ROOTS...”Do you think
you were born in a barn?”
My mother taught me about the WISDOM of
AGE...” When you get to be my age, you will understand.”
My mother taught me about ANTICIPATION...”Just wait
until your father gets home.”
My mother taught me about RECEIVING...” You are going to get it when we get home.”

The mother broke in, “My little girl’s name is Tammy...
I’m Ellen.”

And, my all-time favorite - JUSTICE...”One day you’ll
have kids, and I hope they turn out just like YOU -- then
you’ll see what it’s like!”

My Mother taught me LOGIC...”If you fall off that swing
and break your neck, you can’t go to the store with me.”

I invented a new word!
Plagiarism!

My Mother taught me MEDICINE...”If you don’t stop
crossing your eyes, they’re going to freeze that way.”

Hear about the new restaurant called Karma?
There’s no menu: You get what you deserve.
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Tallaght Drugs and Alcohol Task Force
September Marks Recovery Month
September marks Recovery Month, when we get to
celebrate the recovery that fortunately, is happening
every day in our communities, with the help of frontline
community drug services.  We have been busy planning
events in celebration of recovery and highlighting
the message that RECOVERY is POSSIBLE and it’s
for EVERYONE: every person, every family, every
community.  
Our month-long celebration will
end on International Day of
Recovery, 30/9 – where countries
all around the world will light up
famous landmarks in solidarity
with those who have achieved
recovery, those still on the journey
and unfortunately, those that didn’t
see a light at the end of the tunnel.

Like raising a child, we are asking people to remember
that it ‘takes a village’ to achieve recovery so please join a
recovery event in your community this September, a little
support and empathy goes a long way!

In addition to some local landmarks including County
Hall (home of SDCC), community addiction projects will
light up purple on September 30th to mark International
Day of Recovery, and virtually stand shoulder to
shoulder
“...the importance of family support with those working to achieve recovery,
in achieving recovery has been well their families & communities.
documented...”

As a Task Force and indeed Partnership,
we also feel so grateful to have a streetbased youth work team on the ground in
Killinarden and Jobstown, engaging with
really vulnerable young people who may
not otherwise, come into contact with
any support service”.  “We are extremely
proud of what Paul and the Connect4
team have achieved in only a few short
months”

It is because of these people
especially, that it’s necessary to
shout about recovery, so people
know they are not alone on this
challenging journey and there is
hope – recovery is possible!  Family
#recoveryworks #recoveryispossible
members obviously play a huge
#stampoutstigma
role too, the importance of family
support in achieving recovery
has been well documented and likewise, the road to
Grace Hill
recovery for family members can be long, extremely
Co-ordinator
stressful, even devastating ….. but
Tallaght Drug & Alcohol Task
..please
just as rewarding if a positive
Force
join a recovery event in your
outcome is achieved at the
South
Dublin
County
community this September, a little support and
end
Partnership
empathy goes a long way!
Block 3, County Hall
Lots of events planned, the final
Belgard Square North
menu for which will be advertised on our website www.
Tallaght, Dublin 24.
tallaghtdatf.ie and social channels, probably most
Ph. 01 464 9303 / 087 239 5581
notable is Tallaght Rehabilitation Project’s celebration
E: grace.hill@sdcpartnership.ie
of recovery evening on September 12th in the Civic
Web: http://www.tallaghtdatf.ie/
Theatre: https://www.civictheatre.ie/whats-on/
T: https://twitter.com/tallaghtt
a-celebration-of-recovery-2022/
f: https://www.facebook.com/
tallaghtdrugandalcoholtaskforce
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The Podcast Review
W

e source the best selection of podcasts each issue. This time we bring you Fair Meadow, Dead
Eyes and HeidiWorld.

Fairy Meadow (True
Crime)

an executive producer on the series, felt
Ratliff had “dead eyes,” which was the
reason he was given for the dismissal.
What starts out as a jokey premise quickly
reveals itself to be a soulful reflection on
the vagaries of life in the entertainment
business. But then came the big news:
Hanks finally joined Ratliff on the show
recently, and the ensuing conversation is
very entertaining to say the least.

This eight-part BBC Sounds series led
by journalist John Kay focuses on the
disappearance of Cheryl Grimmer,
a three-year-old who went missing
during a family trip to Wollongong’s
Fairy Meadow beach in the late 60s,
less than two years after her family
emigrated from Bristol, U.K. to New
South Wales, Australia.

HeidiWorld: The Heidi
Fleiss Story
(Human Interest)

Despite an arrest in 2017 and a
million-dollar reward being offered
recently, Grimmer’s case remains
unsolved – but this series aims to
provide fresh insight into what
happened.

Writer Molly Lambert and a cast of actors
tackle hypocrisy and sexual politics in a
prescient 10-part series about “Hollywood
Madam” Heidi Fleiss. It’s a story that
could be straight out of a blockbuster
film, following the hustling LA brothel
owner who made hundreds of thousands
of dollars per year setting up senators and
rock stars with young sex workers, and was
later the subject of a scandalous trial to
rival OJ Simpson’s.

Featuring interviews with police
officers, potential witnesses and
Cheryl’s older brother alongside
Kay’s knowledge of the case (he’s
been following it since 2016), the
podcast delves into the impact
Cheryl’s disappearance had on the
community around her and tries to
provide answers for her family.

Dead Eyes (Culture)
How to:
Originally launched back in early 2020 as a fun “small
stakes, big adventure” lark, the podcast follows the actor
and comedian Connor Ratliff as he attempts to discover
why he was fired from a small role in the critically
acclaimed HBO miniseries Band of Brothers two
decades ago — and what it meant that Tom Hanks,

Search “Google podcasts” in the Play Store app (if you’ve an
Android phone). iPhones comes with Apple podcasts app installed.
Open the app and type in the name of the podcast you want or you
can just browse categories whilst there.
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Is í ár dteanga féin í.
It’s our language.

BAILE ÁTHA CLIATH · BÉAL FEIRSTE · RÁTH CHAIRN · DÚN SEACHLAINN · GAOTH DOBHAIR

forasnagaeilge.ie

